John H Hansson
Lancashire Cat Club. Saturday 14th March 2015
Very many thanks to Chris, Janet & the Committee for my invitation once
again, to the show team my thanks for the hospitality, to Peter Collin thank
you for the lift to the station when the taxi did not materialise, enabling me
to catch my train. I had a busy but very enjoyable day in the company
Sheila Galloway who stewarded for me, she was both good company &
worked extremely hard, handling the cats well & got me through the day in
good time (she was very discreet with the ear plugs). To the exhibitors
thank you also, it was pleasure to see two of my favourite Neuters out
again. The show was as always very slick & rant smoothly.
Please see below the report the first is the abridged version, if you continue
you will see the fuller version, if you have a preference let me know. I
would only say that be careful what you wish for it, it might turn out to be
something different to what you had expected. If you are happy enough
with the abridged version, I can save myself considerable time.
AV Foreign Imperial Grand Champion, Male;
IMP GR CH & RES IMP GR CH Not Awarded. 1st BRYNES’S GR CH GALILEO
SPYNYNX BASIUM (imp) SPH n 03. 14-04-11. Black Bi-Coloured Sphynx,
wonderful temperament & his body was superbly muscular.
2nd TAM’S GR CH CURLYRTOTS TICKLEME TOBY. DRX e 21. 13-07-11.
Cream Tabby Devon Rex, rather grumpy chap who was not very relaxed, strong
body.
AV Foreign Imperial Grand Champion, Female;
IMP GR CH STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA BELUCIA. RUS a. 12-03-11. Russian
Blue, very composed girl, excellent muzzle & ear set, a little between coats. I
later made her BOV adult.
RES IMP GR CH Not Awarded, 2nd ROBERTSON’S GR CH ONATUREL
LADYGAGA. SPH f 03. 17-12-10. Black Tortie & White Sphynx, much I like
about this girl but she was her usual grumpy self, with some fine coat at the base
her bottom area.
AOV Foreign Grand Champion Male;
GR CH WHITMORE’S CH VELA RHO INDUS. BEN n 24. 27-01-14. Brown
Spotted Bengal, absolutely gorgeous coat, excellent pattern & colour.
AOV Foreign Grand Champion Female;
GR CH MCRAE & GABB’S CH SKAMPAWS ASHPUTTEL GALTEA. ASH bs 11
31. 16-06-10. BCR Chocolate Silver Shaded Asian, pleasing type, girl but her
coat longer than I would wish.
RES GR CH Not Awarded. 2nd HOLT & HIGGINS’S CH NEMOREZ VIVA LA
DIVA. ASH n 25. 18-06-13. Brown Ticked Tabby Asian, extremely fussy girl,
but as yet still too immature for the higher award (in my opinion).
Oriental Grand Champion, Male;
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GR CH DEVLIN’S CH ATHELSTAN PANDAMONIUM. OSH n 03. 22-12-13.
Black Bi-Coloured, very handsome muscular body, broad strong wedge, possibly
borderline white.
Oriental Grand Champion, Female;
GR CH Not Awarded. 1st SIMPSON’S CH WESTGARTH CRYSTALINA. OSH c.
10-05-13. Lilac, extremely worried & as result everything was looking a little out
of kilter.
Siamese Grand Premier, Male;
GR PR ROBINSON’S PR BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING. SIA n. 02-06-13.
Seal Point, very pleasing well balanced lad, in super condition.
RES GR PR Not Awarded. 2nd WEBB’S PR TENAJ MERLIN. SIA a. 25-05-13.
Blue Point, rather fine lad who lacked in masculinity & his eyes very small &
deep set.
Siamese Grand Premier, Female;
GR PR Not Awarded 1st MAGUIRE’S PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS. SIA n.
29-03-13. Seal Point, another girl who needs to relax & does not show to
advantage.
AC Silver Tabby Maine Coon Adult;
Considered for & Awarded BOB. MILLIGAN’S CH WESTLAKES ABURRA.
MCO fs 03 22. 19-06-11. Black Tortie Silver Classic Tabby & White, plenty of
well prepared coat, rather short tail.
Also Considered for BOB. BURGESS’S CH JINGLEBELLES REDADAIR. MCO
ds. 22. 22-02-14. Red Silver Tabby, still looking very juvenile & some
development to achieve, coat still to lengthen.
AOC Maine Coon Adult Female;
1st CC & BOB. DUNN & EVANS’S ELMCOON TURNING TABLES. MCO f 03 23.
Black Tortie Mackerel Tabby & White, very confident & showy young miss,
beautifully turned out.
2nd BLADES’S BIG-HANNIBAL’S MAGIC DUST. MCO w 64. 04-06-14. Green
Eyed White, superbly presented, her head requires a little more depth, excellent
ears set.
AC Silver Tabby Maine Coon Neuter;
Considered for & Awarded BOB. HOLDEN & HOLDEN’S GR PR ISADORYOU
PHOENIX. MCO ds 03 22. Red Silver Classic Tabby & White, looked wonderful
& so very beautifully grown & turned out, superb tail, just maturity to give full
finish.
AOC Maine coon Neuter, Male;
1st & PC LUBY’S WESTLAKES SABRE. MCO d 22. 05-06-14. Red Classic
Tabby, borderline award, but he is extremely young at only just over 9 months.
2nd DAVIES’S ANGLESARKE LAURENCE BEAR. MCO e 22. 08-12-13. Cream
Classic Tabby, very worried looking chap who looked rather startled, undershot
bite would have precluded certificate.
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AOC Maine coon Neuter, Female;
1st PC & BOB. DAVIES’S ANGLESARKE SUGARSPUN. MCO g 09 22. 16-12-12.
Blue Tortie Classic Tabby & White, another girl who was looking a little more
startled than I would have preferred & her tail could be longer, very good coat
qualities.
Also Considered for BOB. KEMER’S PR ELMCOON PEACE POPPY. MCO f 22.
03-05-13. Black Classic Tortie Tabby, this girl required more muzzle strength &
her bite was sadly undershot.
British Bi-Coloured Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. CHANCE’S KING FROSTY DRAKENSTEYN. BRI f 03. 23-04-14.
Cream, amazing eye colour & he has lovely compact shape & dense coat.
2nd WILD’S APACHICAT PODRICK PAYNE. BRI n 03. 12-04-14. Black,
weighty solid lad, cobby shape & dense coat, needs more of his odd white hairs
tidying up.
3rd SUTTON’S ADURTON TUXEDO. BRI n 03. 12-05-14. Black, looking very
much like a baby & still to grow on & mature more, rather small. Eye colour will
hopefully deepen more.
British Bi-Coloured Adult, Female;
1st & CC BEARD-SMITH’S SHINYFAIRY ELIZA DOOLITTLE. BRI c. 27-04-14.
Lilac, extremely pretty & very feminine, lovely apple head, extremely promising.
Also Considered for BOB. BROWNLO’S CH FELINEDREAMS HARLEY. BRI a.
19-04-13. Blue, could be a little more developed for his age advantage & his
ankles were rather fine boned.
British Tipped Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. BURNELL’S TORRIDONIAN KNUT. BRI ns 12. 18-05-14.
Black, impressively degree of development for a Tipped, nice short coat.
Beautiful green eyes.
British Tipped Adult, Female;
1st & CC COLLINS’S ORSCHEL VOM COSTA SMERELDA. BRI ns 12. 23-04-14.
Black, looking very pretty & still to mature more fully, her shading is very heavy
& dark but complies in that it is even.
2nd ROBINSON’S PENNYDOWN WISHFUL THINKING. BRI ns 12. 27-09-13.
Black, looking a little unbalanced as yet & her coat is very long & soft.
British Bi-Coloured Kitten;
1st & BOB. ASHTON’S REVODNA ALEXANER MCQUEEN. BRI a. 15-07-14.
Blue, absolutely amazing crispness to his coat which was very dense, lovely head
type.
2nd KEANE’S FELINEDREAMS FANDANGO. BRI a. 13-08-14. Blue, I really
considered withholding 2nd on this lad as he was so untypical of his breed type,
head lacked rounding & flat coat.
Oriental Cinnamon Adult, Male;
CC & BOB Not Awarded. 1st SMEATON’S BRIDESHEAD COPPER KING.
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10-12-13. Worried chap, ears pricked somewhat high & showing far too much
pattern, very gentle lad.
Oriental Spotted Adult Male;
1st CC & BOB. BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK DO-IT LIKE-A-DUDE. OSH n 24.
27-04-14. Brown, very stylish lad but not without a couple of problems his
colour rather cold & his spine line still to break more fully.
Oriental Spotted Kitten;
1st & BOB. BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK PARMA VIOLET. OSH c 24. 03-09-14.
Lilac, elegant girl still some developmental issues to resolve, profile needs to pull
out more & her pattern still clearing.
AC Persian Non-Self Kitten;
1st HANNING’S CHAKEL XERCISE BUNNY. PER g 03. 10-07-14. Blue Tortie &
White, beautifully presented girl with lovely fullness to her coat, but when I got
to her she had obviously been sitting with her frill in her water.
AV Original Foreign Adult;
1st DODD’S POOLSIDE EBONY MILO. DRX ns. 17-05-14. Black Smoke Devon
Rex, firm well developed youngster, with excellent coat, needs more stop ideally.
2nd REHMAM’S MAGICAL ANGEL OF AMUN. DRX hs 21. 18-04-14. Chocolate
Silver Tabby Devon Rex, elegant miss with super neck, her coat not back in fully
but beautifully rippled when stroked.
3rd JOHNSON’S CH KORESHKA TASIYA KOELEVA. RUS a.
AV Foreign Breeders Kitten;
1st JOHNSON’S KORESHKA KARENA RAINA. RUS a. 07-10-14. Russian Blue,
personality plus miss & I mean plus, real extrovert, amazing coat.
2nd MCRAE & GABB’S CAGARAN KEEKERS ASL bs 11 31. 04-07-14. BCR
Chocolate Silver Shaded Asian Longhair, excellent head type but rather heavy in
the body & weight will require watching.
3rd OAKLEY’S KREMLINKATZ OLIGARCH BEAR. RUS a.
AV Foreign Kitten Not Bred By Exhibitor;
1st GOODGER’S SOOSTE ADAGIO FOR STRINGS. BEN n 24 33. 06-08-14.
Blue Eyed Snow Spotted Bengal, beautifully grown & developed, excellent
temperament, clear pattern, blue eyes, rather long & straighter in the nose than I
would wish.
2nd BARBER’S KREMLINKATZ KOT LERMONT. RUS a. 20-10-14. Russian
Blue, pleasing kitten but not the best of temperaments for one so young which is
a concern.
AV Foreign Neuter;
1st MCRAE & GABB’S IMP GR CH & PR DAYJOY ORLA. ASL hs 11 31.
26-02-09. BCR Chocolate Tortie Silver Shaded Asian Longhair, lovely type but
can’t say the same about her temperament & her diet requires watching.
AV Foreign Novice Neuter;
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1st BURROWS & FELTON’S DADDYO DIRTY GERTIE. DRX fs 21 33.
13-11-13. Seal Silver Tortie Tabby Point Devon Rex. Lovely girl, best type I’ve
seen for a long time, beautiful coat, just enough attitude to give her impact. I
later made her BOV.
2nd CHEAL’S TOBYSDEN TERESCHENKO. BEN n 24. 19-04-14. Brown
Spotted Bengal, beautiful coat pattern & texture excellent, but his head some
catching up to achieve.
AV Original Foreign Neuter;
1st BURROWS & FELTON’S DADDYO DIRTY GERTIE. DRX fs 21 33.
2nd STARK’S CH & GR PR DUSHENKO ALEXANDER. RUS a. 05-01-08.
Russian Blue, interesting lad, looking good for his age, good double coat but
rather interesting sleeker fine tail, wonderful eye colour.
AC Oriental Self Adult;
1st SIMPSON’S CH WESTGARTH CRYSTALINA. OSH c. b
AC Oriental Non-Self Adult;
1st BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK DO-IT LIKE-A-DUDE. OSH n 24.
2nd DEVLIN’S CH ATHELSTAN PANDAMONIUM. OSH n 03.
AC Siamese/Balinese Adult;
1st KEY’S KALOKE KATAMDU. SIA n. 09-03-14. Seal Point Siamese, needs
more body tone, his coat very cold tone with black points, sadly rather badly
overshot.
AC Siamese/Balinese Limit Kitten;
1st KEOGHAN’S ALDERSTAR BABYBEL. SIA r. 28-10-14. Fawn Tortie Point, a
very even balanced kitten but her depression still to pull out & she was rather
fluffing her coat.
2nd GURNEY TAYLOR’S TINKETAYLOR BIZZY LIZZY. SIA b. 07-09-14.
Chocolate Point, very stylish miss on full call (little madam),tiny hernia. Her
points a little dark.
AC Siamese/Balinese Limit Neuter;
1st GLAUBITZ IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER. SIA d.
29-05-09. Red Point, handsome cat, looking impressive for his age, excellent
ear set, freckled nose.
2nd WEBB’S PR TENAJ MERLIN. SIA a.
Now the real one.
AV Foreign Imperial Grand Champion, Male;
IMP GR CH & RES IMP GR CH Not Awarded. 1st BRYNES’S GR CH GALILEO
SPYNYNX BASIUM (imp) SPH n 03. 14-04-11. Black Bi-Coloured Sphynx, the
one thing you can’t get away with Sphynx is poor condition & this lad’s was
superb, beautifully honed muscular neck & body, well proportioned limbs, with
well cushioned thick paw pads which makes them appear to tilt slightly forward
(assuming they stand still long enough to demonstrate this feature), long fine
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almost prehensile tail. Head was longer than wide, but requires a little more
width across his cheeks, showing whisker break but the muzzle rather fine &
lacking the prominence to his whisker pads, in profile, he requires a little more
evidence of slight break, chin okay, level bite. His ears are large, with reasonably
wide base but he is inclined to prick these a little tall & they ideally require a
little more angular setting. He has large eyes & they are a perfectly acceptable
lemon shape, with slight slant, not relevant but a good green tone. He has some
light covering of fur on his ears & muzzle, chamois effect elsewhere, slight bristle
on the tail. He was very hyper & fidgety & as a result difficult to get him to stay
still long enough to assess, wonderfully fussy temperament, personality plus he
has such a lovely nature.
2nd TAM’S GR CH CURLYRTOTS TICKLEME TOBY. DRX e 21. 13-07-11.
Cream Tabby Devon Rex, very tense lad who really did himself no justice.
Head is a little more rounded than I would wish as opposed to the more typical
short wedge of his breed. Round cheeks, exacerbated by the jowls, somewhat
fine muzzle, slight whisker break, I would prefer his forehead a little flatter, in
profile he has a reasonable break as opposed to stop, chin runs back a little bite
good. Ears I would like larger & he also carries these high, as a result they lack
the wide flare to their base which is more typical of his breed. His eyes are full
wide oval shape, showing gentle slant. He has muscular neck (I’d like it longer),
hard well muscled body, proportionate limbs, oval paws, tail of medium length.
Well covered & his coat though uneven is generally good, showing density, it is a
little flicky with more loose curl rather than true wave, well covered tummy,
softer ripples down the legs, wave on his tail, could be a little softer. He was in
excellent condition, very grumbly & tense but not difficult.
AV Foreign Imperial Grand Champion, Female;
IMP GR CH STARK’S GR CH DUSHENKA BELUCIA. RUS a. 12-03-11. Russian
Blue, this girl looked very impressive today & more importantly in many ways
showed herself well. Pleasing shorter wedge from the eyes down, her muzzle
looking broad, & the pads prominent, profile has the required angle created by
the slight concave curve, she has a very insignificant slight rise on her nose, her
chin was perfectly adequate, level bite. Excellent ears, large & pricked tall in
their setting, lightly furnished interiors, pointed effect to the tips. Expressive
eyes, which were a pleasing wide almond in a gentle slanted set, good green
colour. Very good neckline, her body was lithe & well toned, proportionate
limbs, small paws, tail of good length thicker base & slight taper. Slightly
between coat, & though still showing double coat over most of her body, having
good plush undercoat & soft fine top coat, it is flatter along her spine line & lower
back where it lacks the undercoat being more typically summer coat. It is also a
little darker in this area also whereas on the lower sides it is much more silvery
due to still having the translucence at the tips of the hair & also soft & fine. Her
condition was super & she had such a wonderfully confident gentle nature &
looked most impressive, she was later my choice for Best Foreign Adult.
RES IMP GR CH Not Awarded, 2nd ROBERTSON’S GR CH ONATUREL
LADYGAGA. SPH f 03. 17-12-10. Black Tortie & White Sphynx, I like this girl
but I have seen her looking better, her usual grumpy self which has little impact
as it is all for effect. Head is longer than wide, showing well defined width at her
cheek line, very good whisker prominence, flat on the forehead, the break in
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profile, just acceptable, reasonable amount of chin, her bite good. Lovely ear set,
with angular setting, wide base & generous size. Typical full lemon shaped eyes
with the drop in the inner corner, large & expressive albeit it irritated. Elegant
neck, her body was taut & firm, tip-toe stance due to her cushioned paw pads,
well proportioned legs. Very good body with chamois like texture she has a little
more very, very fine soft coat on her bottom at the base of the tail, with some
covering on her ears & muzzle, but she has a lot of small scratches which were
more excessive than I would have wished & these did detract. Her actual
physical condition appeared sound & though she like to vocalise she is actually
relatively easy to assess.
AOV Foreign Grand Champion Male;
GR CH WHITMORE’S CH VELA RHO INDUS. BEN n 24. 27-01-14. Brown
Spotted Bengal, though I would in an ideal world, like a little more head
development, this lad has the most amazing coat quality which did in my opinion
compensate. He has slightly rounded head shape, with reasonable width across
his cheeks the muzzle is a little fine & requires more prominence, rounded brow,
slight break at the eye line, his chin good, level bite, with widely set canines. His
ears are medium size, rounded tips & set well. I would have preferred his eyes a
little larger & more typically rounded oval, his being a little more acute in set,
very good green colour. Body was perfectly in keeping with his young age, still
to mature more fully, good length, well proportioned legs, medium thickness to
his tail & not unduly long. The coat could possibly have been a little shorter but
that apart the actual coat quality was superb, it had a true ultra luxurious
softness, excellent density. Excellent facial markings, complicate scarab on the
brow, well striped cheeks which almost link beneath his chin, spotted whisker
pads, the body pattern has very attractive spots & rosettes along the body,
broken spine line, lovely pattern on his shoulder, excellent leg barring with
smaller spots onto the paws, offset tail bands. The pattern contrast well against
the rich golden orange ground, black heels, tail tip & paw pads. Gentle nature,
excellent condition.
AOV Foreign Grand Champion Female;
GR CH MCRAE & GABB’S CH SKAMPAWS ASHPUTTEL GALTEA. ASH bs 11
31. 16-06-10. BCR Chocolate Silver Shaded Asian, looking mature & well
balanced. Her head has moderately short wedge, with good width, I would
prefer a little more bluntness on the muzzle, round top, break perfectly
adequate, her chin good, level bite. Her ears are medium size & have slight hint
of tilt, rounded tips, set well apart. She has lovely eyes, they are large & well
shaped, paler light greenish tone, with chocolate rims. Body was mature & well
developed, good depth chest, good legs & paws, medium length tail. Her coat was
a little longer than I would have wished, but was otherwise close, texture
typically silver & rather soft. Excellent clear silver undercoat with even light
mantle of slightly dark chocolate shading, slightly deeper on the extremities with
muted facial markings deeper on the brow, some tail rings, chocolate heels, outer
edges of her paws & paw pads. Excellent condition & temperament, this is as
high as I would be prepared to award based on her coat length.
RES GR CH Not Awarded. 2nd HOLT & HIGGINS’S CH NEMOREZ VIVA LA
DIVA. ASH n 25. 18-06-13. Brown Ticked Tabby Asian, this girl looks very
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immature & still has a very kittenish look about her. She is very pretty but she
really needs to develop more fully before she is ready for an award at this level,
Head has pleasing type, with its short wedge, could be a little wider ideally,
muzzle could be a little broader, rounded top, excellent break, her chin was good,
level bite. Medium size ears, set well, rounded tips. Her eyes are again very
attractive very good larger size, well shaped two tone green. Body medium size
but still feeling a little adolescent in its development, good legs & paws, almost
balance length medium thickness to her tail. Her coat could be shorter & closer
ideally, but well prepared, not as sleek as I would have wished. Her facial
markings are excellent & she is beautifully ticked on the body, with banding also
apparent, she has very attractive leg barring & necklets. Her colour overall has
reasonable degree of warmth which gives good contrast, but marred by the grey
roots which are quite extensive (not a withholding fault) I only mention for
purposes of description. Her condition was excellent, extremely fussy extrovert
girl, who did not appear to be 100% about whether she wanted to be in or out of
her pen, some growing up & maturing to achieve.
Oriental Grand Champion, Male;
GR CH DEVLIN’S CH ATHELSTAN PANDAMONIUM. OSH n 03. 22-12-13.
Black Bi-Coloured, tense lad with wonderful body, possibly borderline on his
white. He has shorter very broad wedge which is very masculine, but in danger
of becoming heavy, his profile is very good unfortunately this calls attention to
his chin which lacks in depth somewhat, his bite okay. Excellent ear set, set well
apart, very good size. His eyes are oriental in shape, but set a little straight, good
green colour, rather apprehensive expression. Strong muscular neck, superb
hard well muscled body of excellent length, well proportioned legs & paws, good
length fine tail. His coat was incredibly tight fitting & beautifully short,
wonderful sleek finish, like polished satin. His white was beautifully clean & well
prepared. White on his face & he has a clean white tummy line, short of ironing
him out (which I do not think would be well received, by either party), I couldn’t
honestly say he was a full third white, but nor could I say he was not, with lots of
scattered white hairs invading the back & whilst I do appreciate that it would be
difficult to resolve in the very short areas, he would look much improved if he
were tidied up. Splashed black on his muzzle, his actual black is beautifully
glossy & impressively sound & dense otherwise. His condition was wonderful &
he is a gentle lad if somewhat reserved.
Oriental Grand Champion, Female;
GR CH Not Awarded. 1st SIMPSON’S CH WESTGARTH CRYSTALINA. OSH c.
10-05-13. Lilac, well grown girl but she was very, very worried & as a result
really did herself no justice. Longer length wedge but projecting her whiskers
forward which exacerbated her pinch, profile not quite straight, chin okay, bite
scissored over. Her ears are large, but the set difficult to assess due to her worry,
but that said do have width between. The eyes rather wide, gentle slant, the
colour requires more vivid green tone & she looks extremely worried. Body is
firm & beautifully grown but very tense, slender limbs, small paws, well balanced
tail. Ideally I would prefer her coat shorter but it was close lying & has a pleasing
texture. Her colour has a very pleasing warmth & was even & virtually sound.
Super condition, she was a very gentle girl but sadly very panicky out of her pen
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& hiding away as soon as returned to her pen. I feel sure she could look a
completely different cat if only she would/could relax a little, but her
nervousness makes its very difficult to assess her.
Siamese Grand Premier, Male;
GR PR ROBINSON’S PR BEWYCHEN PRINCELING MING. SIA n. 02-06-13.
Seal Point, overall a pleasing well balanced appearance. Good length even head
lines to his head, his wedge is even, near straight profile. His chin was good, one
missing incisor his bite otherwise good. His ears are large & have
complementary wide base which complements his head lines & have very good
setting. His eyes are a pleasing oriental shape & slant, with a lovely depth of
blue. Good neckline, his body has good length a little lithe on the hips as yet,
slender limbs, small paws, well balanced tail. His coat was very close lying &
well prepared, with glossy satin like finish. Body is warm beige tone with
slightly deeper tone on the back showing well defined contrast to his points, of
warm seal brown & have good density. He was in very good condition & was
such a gentle natured lad., with slim legs, small neat paws, fine tail of well
balanced length. His coat on the long side, it was however close lying & had a
very good texture. Colour was cool toned & the contrast is good, his points a
very good even blue tone. He was in excellent condition, very amicable gentle
nature.
RES GR PR Not Awarded. 2nd WEBB’S PR TENAJ MERLIN. SIA a. 25-05-13.
Blue Point, rather fine boned & requires a more masculine appearance. Head is
narrow & requires more strength, he does have a very good profile, fine muzzle
chin requires width, some missing teeth & his bite a little over. His ears are quite
large need to be lower & wider at their base. The eyes are rather straight on the
top line & generally very small & deep set, colour difficult to assess, but appear
good, his haws were up as well which did not help the situation. Body is still
very slender & could be more masculine in its appearance, slender fine boned
legs, oval paws, his tail quite fine & good length. Coat is slightly long but close &
well prepared & sleek. Cool toned body, some light tonal shading present, his
points were an even mid blue colour & quite soft. Condition sound, excellent
temperament.
Siamese Grand Premier, Female;
GR PR Not Awarded 1st MAGUIRE’S PR SIAMAIDEN VIVA LAS VEGAS. SIA n.
29-03-13. Seal Point, somewhat unbalanced looking though substantial girl.
Good head length, some pinch, rather fine muzzle, showing a dip in the profile,
chin was good, as was the bite. Her ears are a good larger size, but she pricks
them somewhat high & they require wider flared base. Her eyes are large &
fuller in shape, the colour a little dull & requires more intensity. Rather plumper
proportions which detract a little form elegant legs, slender limbs, small paws, I
would prefer her tail a little longer. Her coat was rather long but beautifully
close lying with an excellent sleek satin like finish. Body is quite heavily shaded,
thought the contrast is still reasonable her points are dense could possibly be a
little warmer. Excellent condition, rather nervous which impacts on her selling
herself.
AC Silver Tabby Maine Coon Adult;
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Considered for & Awarded BOB. MILLIGAN’S CH WESTLAKES ABURRA.
MCO fs 03 22. 19-06-11. Black Tortie Silver Classic Tabby & White, older girl &
with a little more finish & fuller coat. Her head is a little longer than wide, with
good cheeks, her muzzle she has good muzzle strength, with square appearance
created by the prominent whisker pads, gentle concave curve at the eye line,
good depth chin, level bite. Her ears are tall & well pricked, tufted tips & well
furnished interiors. Quite large eyes, which are round & set slightly oblique,
green colour & pleasing expression. Body was showing good development, with
sturdy legs & tufted paws, rather short tail which could also be fuller. Her coat
length was excellent & it was beautifully prepared, good density to the
undercoat, she was sporting a good degree of ruff & full breeches. I am by no
means convinced about either her pattern or her colour, the white was clean &
well prepared, no problem with the Silver factor but in my opinion she is Blue
Tortie not Black Tortie & as regards her tabby elements this has all clearly
suffused & lacks evidence of pattern on her body, as I would expect for a Shaded
the facial tracings are better. Colour though dark her tail tip was definitely blue
as was a small patch on one of her paw pads, & the red/cream though
undoubtedly hot appeared to be just that as opposed to more washed out red
that is usually associated with Silver, all that said her colour can easily be
verified by as simple dilute DNA test. Her condition was excellent as was her
temperament. I have no problem in eating my words if I am wrong.
Also Considered for BOB. BURGESS’S CH JINGLEBELLES REDADAIR. MCO
ds. 22. 22-02-14. Red Silver Tabby, this lad is just over a year & still looking
adolescent with more maturity to achieve (not out of keeping with his age).
Head to mature & widen more across his cheeks, better on the muzzle, which has
quite a good degree of squareness to it, it is as yet a little, narrow in relation to
its length, his profile has the required concave curve, chin is good, bite level. His
ears are set tall & have small tufts on the tips, with some internal furnishings,
could ideally be a little larger. Eyes round & slightly oblique, attractive amber
tone. His body is at present very rangy which is not assisted by being out of coat,
he has a long body which has still to fill out more fully, good bone to the legs &
paws, tail good length but a little sparse at present. As stated out of coat, & this
highlights his adolescence, requires fuller ruff & breeches, shaggier tummy area.
Due to his current lack of coat this has a rather negative effect on the pattern
clarity on the body, though his facial tracings & leg barrings are much better,
silver ground colour & undercoat could be a little clearer. He was very composed
lad & his condition was sound, will look much better when he gets a new coat.
AOC Maine Coon Adult Female;
1st CC & BOB. DUNN & EVANS’S ELMCOON TURNING TABLES. MCO f 03 23.
10-04-14. Black Tortie Mackerel Tabby & White, at only 11 months this girl was
showing none of the ranginess that often comes with females of her breed & age
& she was amazingly confident. She has very pleasing development overall with
her head length longer than its width, well defined cheeks, her muzzle much
more prominent than it initially appeared in the pen, she has slight rounding to
her brow with gentle concave curve in profile at the bridge of her nose, good
depth chin with sufficient width also, level bite. Beautifully set, tall pricked ears,
large in size, tufted tips, well furnished wide base. Her eyes are in slightly
oblique setting, quite large, good round shape, bright green colour, alert
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expression. Body was beautifully grown & though still to fill more has very
pleasing rectangular shape, well boned legs, tufted paws, excellent tail length
with a good degree of plume evident for her young age. Beautiful coat which
though a long way from being full was beautifully prepared, needs a little more
undercoat but the top coat has wonderful glossy shine, good breeches & shaggy
tummy, still to achieve more ruff. Excellent facial markings, large patches of red
overlaid pattern she does appear to be more Mackerel than anything else, with
stripes of both Black & red evident, well defined leg barring & even some
vestigial tail rings on the underside. Beautiful rich colour, with completely red
left front leg (with the exception her paw) with deeper red bars, the reds are
overall vibrant, clean sparkling white chest, tummy & socks. Her condition
splendid, wonderful showy temperament, very promising young lady
wonderfully self assured .
2nd BLADES’S BIG-HANNIBAL’S MAGIC DUST. MCO w 64. 04-06-14. Green
Eyed White, an attractive girl of just over 9 months & had the other girl not been
present worthy of a CC. Head is a little longer than wide, though ideally requires
more depth of head, her cheeks still to define a little but her muzzle was
showing good prominence with quite good square appearance, has slight
rounding to the brow, chin could be a little deeper ideally, level bite. Her ears
were pricked & alert, tufted tips, good larger size, wide at the base, well
furnished interiors. Her eyes are moderately large, round shape, slightly oblique,
attractive green colour & alert expression. Her body though firm has still to
grown on & develop more rectangular appearance, well proportioned legs ^
tufted paws, her tail could be longer & fuller ideally. Her coat was truly
immaculately well prepared, every single hair separated, amazingly soft texture
& whilst this may sound contradictory it is not intended as such, in that she was
possibly too much so, to resist a hard cold North American winter, requiring a
thicker undercoat ideally, full breeches & a good degree of ruff for her young age.
Her white was beautifully clean & bright with the exception of the small coloured
head marking still to clear. Wonderful condition & temperament, very many
congratulations it cannot be an easy task to prepare a white to this degree & she
looked so beautifully pristine.
AC Silver Tabby Maine Coon Neuter;
Considered for & Awarded BOB. HOLDEN & HOLDEN’S GR PR ISADORYOU
PHOENIX. MCO ds 03 22. Red Silver Classic Tabby & White, my star of the day
(from those I handled). His presentation was impeccable & shows what can be
achieved. He is undoubtedly extremely handsome & once he achieves full
maturity he will look even better. He still has quite a soft look about him, high
well defined cheeks, his muzzle development is good with broad prominent
whisker pads, its length a little longer than wide, his profile shows a gentle
concave curve in profile, chin is broad & deep & create the required squareness,
but bite level. He has large ears which are set tall & pricked, tufted effect to the
tips, well furnished interiors to their wide base. Eyes are a good larger size,
round shape slightly oblique setting, colour is a golden yellow tone & are very
expressive. Well muscled neck, strong body has depth & breadth, long
rectangular shape, strong well boned legs huge tufted paws, the most amazing
tail you are likely to see & he know exactly how to use it to its fullest advantage,
he either holds it up like a flag or drapes it over the trolley for full effect,
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beautiful plume like effect. His coat still to achieve its full length is incredibly
well prepared, good density to the undercoat & lovely glossy top coat, full
breeches just to acquire a fuller ruff. His white areas are beautifully clean, & he
has obvious clear light reddish silver undercoat, his pattern areas though better
on the extremities, (face & legs), but the body pattern has now become suffused.
His condition was absolutely superb & combined with the most relaxed &
composed temperament imaginable, he sell himself beautifully & is real
showman which is ultimately what being a show cat is all about, my only concern
is that I honestly believe his pattern is now Red Silver Shaded & White as
opposed to Red Silver Tabby & White. He is pure joy to handle & gives a great
deal of pleasure for his overall quality.
AOC Maine coon Neuter, Male;
1st & PC LUBY’S WESTLAKES SABRE. MCO d 22. 05-06-14. Red Classic
Tabby, only just into the grownup league & appeared to have bumped his left
eye. He is beautifully grown & well muscled, strong neck, heavy well muscled
rectangular body shape, deep chest, strong boned legs, large tufted paws, tail
good length to furnish more fully. His head though still looking a little
adolescent, requires a little more breadth & height to his cheeks to give
definition, his muzzle is broad & boxy, profile requires more evidence of gentle
curve, strong chin, his bite just meets at this stage but is going to require
watching as it is showing evidence that is may slip under,. His ears have wide
base with longer furnishings, tall set ears, small tufts good size. Slightly red
round the left eye rim where he appeared to have bumped it (cleared by the DV),
good size, round shape, gently oblique ( apologies , I appear to have omitted the
colour from my notes). Not yet in full coat, but it was beautifully prepared, still
to acquire more ruff, but the breeches are full, just to achieve more length. He
has quite good facial markings & broad leg bars, tail rings just about apparent on
the underside, the body pattern I would like to show more clarity, particularly on
his back where it is more solid. The red is rich & bright but the ground colour
could be a couple of shades lighter to pick up the pattern contrast. His
temperament was gentle & he was in excellent condition.
2nd DAVIES’S ANGLESARKE LAURENCE BEAR. MCO e 22. 08-12-13. Cream
Classic Tabby, very worried lad who was well prepared but his pattern lacked
clarity. Head is typically longer than wide, well defined cheeks, his muzzle quite
well developed, in profile he shows the required concave curve in profile, broad
strong jutting chin & his bite quite badly undershot. His ears are large, pricked
tall & alert with tufted tips, good interior furnishing to the their wide base. The
eyes could be a little larger, round shape & set slightly oblique, lovely bright
amber colour. Strong neck, well grown muscular body, broad chest, strong legs
& paws, his tail a little short & is rather sparsely furnished. His coat was a very
good length & was well prepared, showing reasonable amount of ruff & good
breeches, good amount of undercoat, glossy top coat. He has more clarity to his
head markings, broad leg bands his tail paler beneath but more solid appearance
on the surface, body pattern I would like more distinct, the overall effect lacks
clarity this was compounded due to the very hot cream colour, darker on the tail,
outer edges of the paws & heels.
AOC Maine coon Neuter, Female;
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1st PC & BOB. DAVIES’S ANGLESARKE SUGARSPUN. MCO g 09 22. 16-12-12.
Blue Tortie Classic Tabby & White, wide eyed well prepared. Her head has good
width & height to her cheeks, a little longer than wide, her muzzle has good
prominence, in profile, she has a concave curve, chin okay but I would prefer it
deeper, level bite. Her ears are large & well tufted, slightly wider than I would
ideally have preferred, wide base with good interiors. Her eyes are rather full &
require a little more obliqueness, as a result she has a slightly startled
expression, pale green colour. Body was showing good proportions, with
pleasing rectangular shape, well boned legs, good size paws, her tail is a little
short & requires fuller furnishing. Coat length was good & it was beautifully
prepared, good undercoat, well finished top coat, full breeches & a good degree
of ruff. Her white areas were clean & well presented, including her chest &
tummy areas, her pattern is a little more blurry & requires more clarity to the
pattern elements overall, no tail rings as such. Facial markings have more clarity
on her mask. The blue is a little dark & her cream areas are somewhat hot.
Excellent condition & temperament.
Also Considered for BOB. KEMER’S PR ELMCOON PEACE POPPY. MCO f 22.
03-05-13. Black Classic Tortie Tabby, this girl required a little more head
strength. The proportions of length to width are correct being longer than its
width, cheeks show quite good definition, her muzzle is a little weak & lacks the
prominence to give squaresness her having more even lines, more curve in
profile than concave curve at the bridge of her nose, chin okay, missing teeth but
still showing evidence of being undershot. Her ears were pricked tall, tufts at
their tips, wide base, with well finished interiors & pleasing larger size. Her eyes
are round & slightly oblique in the setting, good green colour & the size was
good. Her body was showing good proportions & development, rectangular
shape, sturdy legs, tufted paws, tail I would like a little fuller to give more
obvious flow. Well prepared coat, the length was good, showing pleasing ruff &
knickerbockers, good degree of undercoat. Very good pattern elements overall
in spite of her colour combination with its bright vibrant reds, attractive facial
striations, including cheek stripes & ‘M’. her body pattern not as clear as those on
her legs, tail rings are evident. Lovely warmth overall. Condition &
temperament both very good.
British Bi-Coloured Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. CHANCE’S KING FROSTY DRAKENSTEYN. BRI f 03. 23-04-14.
Cream, well balanced young lad which conforms well to the 1/3 white to colour.
His head is nicely rounded for his young age, well filled cheeks, top rounds well,
good muzzle, chin & bite both good. His ears are smaller medium size, set well
apart & are neat tidy appearance. His eyes, are round & well open, could
possibly be a little larger, wonderful intense bright coppery orange colour. Good
neck, body is compact & quite heavy, good breadth chest, low on his good strong
legs, round paws, balanced medium length tail. Coat was short & dense still to
harden off a little more to achieve a crispier texture, but in keeping with his
young age. Inverted white to his face, with splash of cream on his muzzle, the
white to colour well balanced & efforts made to keep the demarcation clear
between his cream & white. Clean white, his cream is a little dark & he still has
some pattern to clear, it is reasonably sound & the spotting is clearing, his tail
bands still a little too evident, but these are not areas which one would not
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expect given his young age. He was a very affable gentle natured lad in lovely
condition & well worthy his certificate & BOB.
2nd WILD’S APACHICAT PODRICK PAYNE. BRI n 03. 12-04-14. Black, well
grown lad & has a number of very good qualities but somewhat borderline on his
white to colour & may be over half white, but I would say, just about complies
whereas others may say he is over. He is far weightier than he initially appears,
excellent cobby compact shape, broad chest, low on his well boned legs, round
paws, balance moderately thick tail of medium length. Head is beautifully
rounded, with excellent fullness to the cheeks, round brow, his chin was good, he
is a little moth shy & I have to confess I could not be 100% certain about his bite
as a result. His ears are placed well apart, small & tidy, no distortion to the
rounding. Eyes are a good larger size, round & well open, the colour is pleasing
bright orange tone. His coat was a good density with a perfectly reasonable
shorter length & quite a good degree of crispness to it. Inverted white on his
face, with white chest, tummy & legs, with white running diagonally over his
back, the black still to achieve more soundness but within reason, some efforts
made to tidy up the front areas but more work still required towards the back to
give cleaner demarcation. He was in excellent condition & apart from not liking
his moth checked his temperament was otherwise excellent.
3rd SUTTON’S ADURTON TUXEDO. BRI n 03. 12-05-14. Black, very much a
baby boy, a lot of growing up to achieve & still looking somewhat kittenish. He
has good round head shape, with some cheek development to attain, round
brow, his chin & bite both good. His ears are beautifully small & well placed &
are impressively neat. The eyes are well open, round in shape & good size,
colour lacks depth as yet, light yellowy gold tone still to deepen. He is reasonably
cobby but needs to be bigger & more masculine, though he does have
proportionate legs & round paws, balanced medium length tail. His coat quality
is impressive, it is short & has excellent density with a reasonable degree of
crispness for his young age. His black areas a little unsound as yet, inverted
white on his face, which extends through chest, tummy & legs, with a black chin
& patch on inside of his right front leg & another larger patch on the back right.
Good effort made to tidying up any infringement in the black with well defined
demarcation overall. He was in excellent condition & has soft nature.
British Bi-Coloured Adult, Female;
1st & CC BEARD-SMITH’S SHINYFAIRY ELIZA DOOLITTLE. BRI c. 27-04-14.
Lilac, extremely pretty girl & though very young & still looking very immature as
is her right by virtue of age, if she continues as is she will look quite lovely once
she grows up more fully. Apple round head shape, with well rounded cheeks,
round on the brow, her chin was good level bite. The ears were beautifully small
& set well apart, creating a very neat effect with no distorting of her head shape.
Her eyes are round & well open, lovely orange colour. Excellent compact shape
though still to grow on more fully, her legs & paws proportionate to her
development, with well balanced tail. The coat was a reasonable shorter length
& has an excellent density to it, not yet fully crisp but getting there & again in
keeping with her age. The white areas were clean & well prepared, Inverted ‘V’
on the face, with a run up the neck on the right, white chest & tummy & legs with
patch of Lilac on the inside of left front leg, mauve nose leather & small spot on
her whisker pads, the lilac on her face, ears, body & tail was warm & reasonably
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sound. Her condition was excellent, absolutely charming temperament. Very
promising.
Also Considered for BOB. BROWNLO’S CH FELINEDREAMS HARLEY. BRI a.
19-04-13. Blue, this lad was not as masculine as I would have expected given his
age advantage. Head is showing reasonable rounded appearance, at the cheeks,
his muzzle could be a little stronger, round brow, his chin requires more depth,
bite unchecked. His ears are medium size & set well. Wonderful deep orange
eyes, which I would prefer, larger, but are round in shape. His body is quite
compact, reasonably low on the legs, but the ankle are thinner than I would like
to see with smaller paws, his tail could be a little thicker, he would benefit by
having his nails tipped. His coat is short requires a little more density & it could
be a little crisper. His white was clean & well prepared & the demarcation
between the blue & white is well defined & has been well tidied up. He was in
very good condition but not keen on having his bite examined, so I did not push
it.
British Tipped Adult, Male;
1st CC & BOB. BURNELL’S TORRIDONIAN KNUT. BRI ns 12. 18-05-14.
Black, this lad was well developed & showing a number of very good qualities
for Tipped of his age. Head is well rounded in its shape, the cheeks filling out
well, rounded brow, good muzzle, his chin rounds slightly but has reasonable
depth, his bite good. His ears are medium size, still to widen off a little more & a
touch wide at the base perhaps. Lovely eyes with their black outline, & excellent
larger size, round shape, excellent green colour. Body again well developed &
cobby appearance for such a youngster, well proportioned legs & paws balanced
tail. His coat was for his breed most impressive being relatively short & with a
pleasing density & not the more usual softness that on tends to associate with his
breed & is developing a good degree of crispness. He has an excellent silver
undercoat, with clear chest, inside legs, tummy & beneath his tail, lightly tipped
on his face, the body was even & lightly tipped with rather bright pink nose
leather which lacked the black outline, black paws pads & tail tip. He was in
lovely condition & his temperament quite amenable.
British Tipped Adult, Female;
1st & CC COLLINS’S ORSCHEL VOM COSTA SMERELDA. BRI ns 12. 23-04-14.
Black, pretty & very feminine though still with some maturing to achieve, Her
head could ideally be a little more fully rounded requiring a little more depth,
though her cheeks are rounding well, rounded brow line, muzzle could be a little
stronger ideally, chin I would prefer a little deeper, level bite. Her ears were
quite small & set well apart, pleasing tidy appearance. Her eyes are not quite
fully round in shape, having a slight hint of obliqueness, black rims, green colour
but a little paler to the outer rim. Her body development is in keeping with her
age, still to bulk up a little more, but generally cobby, short well proportioned
limbs, round paws, balanced medium length tail. Coat like many of her breed
longer & softer than ideal, but the density was generally good. Clean silver
undercoat, her tipping is quite heavy overall but is remarkably, clear silver chest
& tummy, brick nose leather some outline evident, black paw pads. She does
have a slight amount of tarnish but it is nothing excessive. Her condition was
excellent & she has such a delightful gentle nature.
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2nd ROBINSON’S PENNYDOWN WISHFUL THINKING. BRI ns 12. 27-09-13.
Black, this girl was looking a little immature considering her age advantage & I
would prefer her a little heavier & more substantial. Head still to round more
fully & her cheeks could be fuller, round on the brow, her muzzle is a little
lacking in strength, chin tapers, her bite good. The ears were set well apart,
fraction open at their base. Her eyes are large & round, black rims, green colour
though it could be a little more intense. Body I would prefer a little heavier, good
legs & paws, the tail was balanced. Her coat was long & very, very soft with a
more lively appearance, requiring more density. Good clean silver undercoat,
with silver chin, chest, tummy , inside the legs & beneath the tail. Tipping lighter
on the face & head, whereas the tipping on the body was more uneven deepening
on the lower back towards the tail, brick nose leather, with black outline, black
tail tip & paw pads. Gentle nature, excellent condition.
British Bi-Coloured Kitten;
1st & BOB. ASHTON’S REVODNA ALEXANER MCQUEEN. BRI a. 15-07-14.
Blue, this lad has very good type & the best British coat I had on the day. Head is
apple round shape & his cheeks filling out well, broad muzzle, he is round on the
brow, strong chin, level bite. His ears are smaller size, & set well apart & look
neat. His eyes are round & well open, good colour enhancing their size. He has
an excellent compact cobby body, low on the well boned legs, round paws,
medium length tail which was moderately thick. Real wonderful coat for such a
young cat, it was not only short but beautifully dense & crisp, it was everything a
good ‘British’ coat should be, very promising. Inverted white with white chest &
tummy, thin white collar line with white on the legs, blue nose leather with small
spot of blue attached, he has some slight staining on his chin, the blue though
dark was not only sound it was beautifully free of tipping & was also very tidy &
almost free of infringement. His temperament was excellent & he was in super
condition.
2nd KEANE’S FELINEDREAMS FANDANGO. BRI a. 13-08-14. Blue, I seriously
considered withholding 2nd place on this lad, but after some deliberation decided
it would be a little overkill. But in reality he really did not look typical of his
breed & as such I thought awarding 2nd did not really make this very clear. His
head is more an elongated wedge shape & lacks the rounding & fullness at his
cheeks, rounded brow, his chin was good, level bite. His ears are rather large &
open at the base, the problem is further compounded as he carries these rather
high. Eyes are round & well open, good orange colour. His body is well grown
but is as yet rather long & needs more width, strong legs & round paws, balanced
tail. His coat was short & flat lacking the required density. Inverted white on his
face, which extends to his chest & front legs, with white collar line (with small
blue sot evident, white on his back legs & extending up his flanks a little. His
white is clean & bright, the blue is relatively sound. He was in excellent
condition & was a gentle lad.
Oriental Cinnamon Adult, Male;
CC & BOB Not Awarded. 1st SMEATON’S BRIDESHEAD COPPER KING.
10-12-13. Worried lad who wanted to paste himself to the back of his pen, in the
hope that he could blend in. Head is a medium wedge, with some whisker pinch
& more dip in profile than I would prefer, chin fair, bite good. His ears I would
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prefer larger & he is inclined to prick these high & as a result they lack flare to
their base. His eyes are oriental in shape albeit a little straighter in set than I
would prefer, good green, very worried expression. Good neckline, firm well
muscled body, slender legs, oval paws, quite a fine tail of near balance length.
His coat was a good shorter length & was very close lying, but it lacked a little in
sleekness. I would have preferred the colour a little spicier but the main
problem was that it was unsound & uneven in its colour which was further
compounded by the amount of pattern evident over his body which created a
more brindled effect. His condition was excellent & he is a very gentle exhibit,
but somewhat shy & retiring.
Oriental Spotted Adult Male;
1st CC & BOB. BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK DO-IT LIKE-A-DUDE. OSH n 24.
27-04-14. Brown, very stylish lad possessing excellent type. He has a longer
length wedge, but the lines are beautifully even excellent profile, his chin lines up
to the line of his nose, level bite. Ears are large & set well apart, without being
too low, with gutters present, the wide base complementing his head lines. He
has beautiful eyes, the shape & set both typically oriental, green in colour. His
body has length & a pleasing degree of elegance, though as yet still quite lean &
adolescent (as he is), long slim legs & small oval paws, beautiful long fine tail. He
was getting himself quite excited & as a result fluffing his coat a little which
exaggerates its length, though when stroked it is very close & has a lovely
sleekness to it. Excellent facial tracings, spotted whisker pads, strong double
cheek ribbons, ‘M’ on the brow, some thumbprints on the ears, the lines break
over his neck, some necklets, his potting whilst not perfect there was very little
linkage, but there was some agouti invasion on surface, but they did go quite a
good way down the hair shaft, his spine line is broken over the shoulders &
hopefully this will clear more as he matures & I confess it was a borderline
award due to this, his pattern elements were a rather cold tone & I cant pretend
there was a coppery ground colour as there should be, but all in all I felt he was
worthy of a CC in spite of the problems mentioned, but would baulk at higher.
He has excellent leg barring & tail bands, with black heels & tail tip. His
condition & temperament were both splendid, very extrovert youngster.
Oriental Spotted Kitten;
1st & BOB. BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK PARMA VIOLET. OSH c 24. 03-09-14.
Lilac, very elegant girl, just a little sharp for my taste. Head length is very good,
slight pinch & muzzle a little sharp, her profile has a tiny dip, fair chin, good bite.
Her ears are large & have wide base, but these still need to drop a little more.
The eyes are a very good slightly fuller Oriental shape & slant, with almost
attractive green tone. Elegant neckline, her body has excellent length, with
slender fine boned legs, small neat paws, excellent length fine whiptail. Her coat
was short & very close with a beautiful sleek finish & soft sheen. She has good
facial striations, her spine line is breaking well, the spots on the body are much
improved if viewed from a distance, which is typical of her colour, there is still a
small amount of linkage but generally the very little agouti invasion & relatively
sound, leg barring is excellent, plenty of tail rings, well coloured heels. The Lilac
colour could ideally be a little more pink in tone & the ground colour could be
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more beige (according to the SOP’s, but I don’t think I have seen this yet on an
Oriental). Her condition was excellent & she has a gentle nature.
AC Persian Non-Self Kitten;
1st HANNING’S CHAKEL XERCISE BUNNY. PER g 03. 10-07-14. Blue Tortie &
White, this baby was obviously well turned out when she first arrived, but by the
time I got round to her she dad obviously decided enough of being pretty & had
decided to dip her frill in her water. Head was well rounded & full cheeked,
round on the skull, excellent stop, short nose, her nose leather is a pleasing shape
but the nostrils could be larger, good breadth & depth to her chin, her bit
virtually level. The ears wee small & placed well apart, very neat & fitting into
her head contours, with well furnished interiors. Eyes are well open & round,
colour developing well & heading in exactly the right direction for her young age,
just to settle fully. Body is compact & cobby, low on the well boned legs, round
paws, bushy little tail to balance. Plenty of coat for her young age, which had
been beautifully prepared, just her chin & frill area on the front was very wet,
body groomed perfectly, soft & standing well from her body. Patched blue &
cream patches, white throat, chest, white collar line, white on all her paws, ear
tips & up her flanks, blue & cream on both ears, cream chin, blue nose leather &
tiny patch to one side, blue & cream on her head, showing blue over her back &
smaller patches of cream also evident to the base, both blue & cream on her tail.
She was in lovely condition & was such a delightful little person.
AV Original Foreign Adult;
1st DODD’S POOLSIDE EBONY MILO. DRX ns. 17-05-14. Black Smoke Devon
Rex, well covered young chap which was just enough for him to tip the balance in
his favour. Head was quite short, good cheek line, some whisker break, quite a
broad muzzle, he has a flat brow, but I would like more evidence of stop,
reasonably short nose, his chin & bite both good. Tends to hold his ears rather
high & I would like these much larger & wider at the base, small tufts on the tips.
His eyes need more obvious oval shape, but better as he relaxes, lacks the more
mischievous expression that is more typical of his breed. Body was quite firm &
well muscled for his young age, with good legs & paws, balanced length tail. His
coat was dense & well covered, good degree of softness, free of any excess guard
hairs, with a combination od rippled waves & slightly flicky curl, some broken
whiskers & eyebrows, not convinced about his Smoke colour but no points so
just mentioned in passing. He was a very gentle lad & his condition was
excellent.
2nd REHMAM’S MAGICAL ANGEL OF AMUN. DRX hs 21. 18-04-14. Chocolate
Silver Tabby Devon Rex, an elegant girl whose coat is just coming back & still
rather thin on the sides & flanks. Head on she is very pleasing, her head has well
defined high cheeks, her muzzle a little finer than ideal, good whisker break,
excellent flat brow, more dip to nose than stop & her chin could be a little deeper,
bite level. Her ears are a good larger size, with small tufts at their tips, I would
like these a little lower, but quite well flared base. She does have very attractive
large well shaped full oval ayes, with hint of slant, nil points for their green
colour, lovely expression. Lovely slender neck, her body is lithe with slim legs,
small neat paws, well balanced tail, wispy at tis tip. Her coat was beautifully
short & still very fine in some areas but even in the shorter areas the wave comes
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in when stroked & should when it comes back be very impressive, it was
beautifully soft & free of guard hairs, needs more covering on her neck & tummy.
Charming lively temperament & excellent condition.
3rd JOHNSON’S CH KORESHKA TASIYA KOELEVA. RUS a.
AV Foreign Breeders Kitten;
1st JOHNSON’S KORESHKA KARENA RAINA. RUS a. 07-10-14. Russian Blue,
when it comes to personality this girl has obviously been trained to flirt for all
she is worth, it certainly paid off as she is really a delight, combined with very
pleasing type & wonderful coat. Short wedge, excellent prominence to her
muzzle, profile has just enough evidence of angle, her chin was good, still
teething but her incisors are level. Beautifully set ears, which are carried
pricked tall, pointed effect to the tips, excellent larger size, & sparse interiors.
Her eyes are a pleasing wide almond, perfectly acceptable green. Her body
development is in keeping with her age, with proportionate, small oval paws,
good length tail with thicker base & slight taper. Well her coat might still be a
little longer than ideal but the quality was amazing, excellent double qualities,
plush lively undercoat & very soft fine top coat, it was really lovely. Colour was
an attractive mid blue, which was coloured to the roots, with impressive amount
of translucent tipping already with an excellent degree sheen for her young age.
Wonderful condition & her temperament as stated was just a pure joy, she was a
bundle of self-confidence. She was later my choice for BOV Foreign Kitten.
2nd MCRAE & GABB’S CAGARAN KEEKERS ASL bs 11 31. 04-07-14. BCR
Chocolate Silver Shaded Asian Longhair, very well grown youngster. Head is
short & wide with good muzzle prominence to create a blunt appearance, round
top line, excellent break, good depth chin, level bite. Ears are well set & round
on the tips, a little open at the base, moderately large. Excellent eyes, these are
large with well curved lower line, slight slant on the top, green colour, pleasing
expression. Body is large & quite substantial, heavier boned than I would prefer
& larger paws, tail I would ideally prefer a little more length& to possess more
furnishing. His coat has very good length texture soft & fine but heavier
undercoat than I would like to see, good breeches, slight ruff. Colour due to the
Burmese Colour Restriction is deeper on the extremities,. Showing deeper facial
tracings some leg barring, tail more solid on the surface, body shows a mantle of
quite light shading over the body with clear silver undercoat beneath. His
condition & temperament both excellent.
3rd OAKLEY’S KREMLINKATZ OLIGARCH BEAR. RUS a.
AV Foreign Kitten Not Bred By Exhibitor;
1st GOODGER’S SOOSTE ADAGIO FOR STRINGS. BEN n 24 33. 06-08-14.
Blue Eyed Snow Spotted Bengal, impressively mature & well developed for his
age. Head ideally requires more evidence of rounding, he lacks the curve at the
cheeks to some degree, his muzzle has good prominence to the whisker pads,
slight rounding on the brow but long in the nose & his profile lacks the slight dip
at the brow line being almost straight. Strong chin, canines set wide apart, level
bite. His ears are marginally larger than I would have wished, set well, rounded
tips. His eyes are large, full rounded oval shape with a pleasing blue colour.
Strong neck, wonderful body, it was long & extremely firm & muscular, well
boned proportionate legs & paws, his tail was moderately thick, medium length.
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His coat was medium length, dense & close with lovely soft texture. Darker
points colour where the tracings are well defined, particularly the cheek ribbons
& brow markings, he various size & shape spots on the body, as well as some
rosettes, deeper leg barring & darker still tail bands. The spotting contrasts well
to the pearlised ground colour, seal coloured heels & tail tip. Beautiful glossy
sheen. He is a very placid good natured lad, excellent condition.
2nd BARBER’S KREMLINKATZ KOT LERMONT. RUS a. 20-10-14. Russian
Blue, firm well grown youngster of overall very good type, but somewhat
irascible for one so young. Very good shorter wedge form the eyes down with
excellent muzzle showing prominence to the whisker pads, his profile has the
required slight concave angle in profile, good chin, his second canines coming
through, his bite level. His ears are large & pricked high, littler interior
furnishing. Almond shaped eyes the green colour already evident, could be a
little larger. Body is firm & good weight, good neck, slender limbs, oval paws,
broader base to his tapered tail of good length. His coat was reasonably dense
but a little flatter lying still to acquire more obvious double qualities. Even mid
blue colour, as yet still to develop more silver sheen. He was in excellent
condition but not the most reliable of temperaments.
AV Foreign Neuter;
1st MCRAE & GABB’S IMP GR CH & PR DAYJOY ORLA. ASL hs 11 31.
26-02-09. BCR Chocolate Tortie Silver Shaded Asian Longhair, my, my, my! We
really were not in social mood & though out & handled for the briefest time
possible & she was not pretending, she was a proverbial farmyard animal, clue; 3
letter word beginning with C. Her type is excellent, she has a short wide wedge,
excellent muzzle, rounded top, excellent break, strong chin, she would have been
preferred to prove, discretion being the better part of valour I made no attempt
to prove, as it was side class with no completion. Her ears were well placed,
medium size, round on the tips, some longer internal furnishings. Beautiful eye
shape, large & well defined shape, light eau-de-nil colour, in spite of her I’ll eat
you expression. Which brings us on to the body, which is somewhat overweight
& now rather heavy (maybe she has eaten someone), the bone a little heavy on
the legs & paws, but needs it to support her weight, her tail could be a little
longer & fuller. Her coat was a good length but with a little more undercoat than
ideal, soft texture, full ruff & breeches. Deeper colouration on her extremities as
comes with her Burmese Colour Restriction the body shading is quite subtle due
to the combination of colour factors, chocolate, silver & red, excellent silver
undercoat, her longer coat diffusing further colour up her hocks. Her condition
was excellent, temperament, ‘nuff said’.
AV Foreign Novice Neuter;
1st BURROWS & FELTON’S DADDYO DIRTY GERTIE. DRX fs 21 33.
13-11-13. Seal Silver Tortie Tabby Point Devon Rex. What an extremely
attractive girl, the best all round Devon I have seen in a long time. She has a
short wedge, showing high well defined cheeks, some whisker break, muzzle
slightly rounded, flat plane to the brow, perfectly acceptable stop, ideally her
chin could be a little deeper, her bite level. Her ears were quite large & whilst as
I always comment, I would prefer them a little lower & wider at the base & I
would in her case also, but that said considerably better than most, tiny tufts on
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the tips, some muffs at their base, She has really beautiful eyes, which are large
oval shape with slight hint of slant towards her nose, whilst no points for colour
as she is pointed it is to some degree relevant, they have a great deal more depth
of colour than I have seen on a pointed Rex in considerable time, in addition she
has just enough hint of naughtiness to enhance them further & look quite lovely.
Her body was beautifully firm with well proportioned slim legs & small oval
paws, balanced tail. Her coat was soft, free of guard hairs, completely covered
including her tummy & neck areas, with soft waves some a little more flicky but
the length was short & she has excellent overall density. Some stubblier
whiskers & eyebrows. Her condition was wonderful & though she has a little
attitude it was not extreme & actually enhanced her look. I liked her very much
& was more than happy to make her Best of Variety Foreign Neuter & ultimately
the Overall Best of Variety Foreign, many congratulations, I thought her lovely.
2nd CHEAL’S TOBYSDEN TERESCHENKO. BEN n 24. 19-04-14. Brown
Spotted Bengal, still very young & he has some very fine qualities but is at
present a little out of balance, between his head development & body. I would
prefer more rounding to his head, with more even moderate wedge at the
moment, the whisker pads require more prominence, his profile more scooped
than slight break at the eye line, chin & bite both good. His ears are set well,
though a little open at their base & could be more rounded on the tips ideally.
His eyes are large near round shape, green colour. Body is well grown &
muscular, very good length, well proportioned legs & paws, medium length tail
of medium thickness. Soft dense coat, which was medium length & the texture
was soft. He has very dramatic facials, with his cheeks stripes almost linking
beneath the chin, spotted whisker pads, complicated brow markings, well
defined leg barring with spots towards the paws & excellent tail bands. The body
pattern consisting of various size, rosetted spots along the body with more
lozenge shaped ones over the neck & shoulder areas, which show triple colour to
the pattern. His ground colour is a very attractive golden light orangey tone &
contrast well defined as a result. He was in wonderful condition & has such a
gentle good natured temperament.
AV Original Foreign Neuter;
1st BURROWS & FELTON’S DADDYO DIRTY GERTIE. DRX fs 21 33.
2nd STARK’S CH & GR PR DUSHENKO ALEXANDER. RUS a. 05-01-08.
Russian Blue, this lad has gorgeous eye colour which was visible even from a
distance, head shows a short wedge form the eyes down, with pleasing
prominence to the muzzle, profile has slight concave curve in profile with slight
angle as a result, reasonable chin, bite good. His ears are moderately large with
pointed effect to their tips, lightly furnished interiors, set tall. His eyes are
wonderfully intense apple green, wide almond with gentle slant, marginally deep
set but not excessively. Body is beautifully firm, good length, long legs, oval
paws, his tail was rather fine. Coat has very good double quality, with good plush
undercoat & soft fine top coat, with the exception of the tail which was rather
sleek. He is a mid blue colour, with abundant translucent tips creating soft
silvery sheen. His condition was excellent, not completely relaxed but not in any
way difficult.
AC Oriental Self Adult;
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1st SIMPSON’S CH WESTGARTH CRYSTALINA. OSH c.
AC Oriental Non-Self Adult;
1st BROWNRIGG’S HEMLOCK DO-IT LIKE-A-DUDE. OSH n 24.
2nd DEVLIN’S CH ATHELSTAN PANDAMONIUM. OSH n 03.
AC Siamese/Balinese Adult;
1st KEY’S KALOKE KATAMDU. SIA n. 09-03-14. Seal Point Siamese, very
worried lad who was not showing himself to advantage. Good length wedge,
slightly pinched & rather fine on the muzzle, profile almost straight, his chin
need strength & depth, bite is quite badly overshot. His ears are moderately
large, & he tends to prick these a little higher than I would prefer & could be a
little wider at the base. His eyes have a very good depth of blue but he is inclined
to widen & looks incredibly worried. His body is little lithe & rather lean on the
flanks, slim legs, small paws, tail was quite fine & near balanced length. Hiss coat
though a little long was close fitting & well prepared. Sadly his colour is not his
best feature, as he is shaded in a cold tone, which lacked the required warm
beige & it was also uneven in its shading, his points are black as opposed to Seal
which further compounds the coldness. He was a very gentle lad but somewhat
worried by the experience, needs to carry a little more muscle tone.
AC Siamese/Balinese Limit Kitten;
1st KEOGHAN’S ALDERSTAR BABYBEL. SIA r. 28-10-14. Fawn Tortie Point,
very attractive girl but now needs to put on a little growth spurt. She has a
beautifully balanced even wedge, her actual profile very good, but the kitten
depression over her brow now needs to start pulling out, chin okay, her bite
level. Her ears are large, & have wide open base which complements her wedge
& are beautifully set. Her eyes are a very typical Oriental shape & set, the colour
has pleasing depth for a dilute in particular. Body I would prefer a little better
grown, slim legs, dainty paws, fine tail. The coat is a little longer than ideal & she
is a little inclined to fluff it which exacerbates the problem. Her coat colour is a
very subtle milky magnolia tone, the points well broken in a mid cream, with
soft light rosy fawn, very subtle as yet & less apparent on her stockings. Her
temperament was excellent, very sweet, not looking her best due to fluffing her
coat open.
2nd GURNEY TAYLOR’S TINKETAYLOR BIZZY LIZZY. SIA b. 07-09-14.
Chocolate Point, quite a striking, young miss, with quite a strong head, well
balanced, wedge, excellent strong profile, good chin & bite. Her ears could be a
little larger ideally, but are otherwise set well apart & have good flare to their
base. Lovely eyes, well shaped, pleasing slant deep blue colour, & pleasing
expression. Body was a good length long & taut, tiny hernia (mid-line), slander
limbs, small paws, fine tail. She appeared to have spilt water on her coat, but it
was otherwise sleek & well prepared if a little longer than ideal but was
beautifully prepared. Clear ivory body colour, well defined contrast to her
points with her mask still to complete, these are darker than I would wish &
could ideally be a little warmer. Wonderful temperament & condition as she
was demonstrating with her somewhat lustful behaviour.
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AC Siamese/Balinese Limit Neuter;
1st GLAUBITZ IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT DISTANT THUNDER. SIA d.
29-05-09. Red Point, very elegant lad who for his age, is looking remarkably
good, . He has excellent head strength, strong wedge, excellent profile, strong
chin, no incisors but his gums level. Beautifully set ears which are impressively
large & beautifully flared at their base, set wide apart, he has small blood blister
on his right ear which is quite distinctive. His eyes are a pleasing shape, deep
vivid blue colour, a little deeper in set now than I would prefer, very haughty
expression. He has a beautiful elegant neckline, very long beautifully firm
muscular body, standing tall on his long slender legs, oval paws, good length fine
tail. His coat was relatively short & very sleek, with satiny finish. Body has
warm glow of light tonal shading, contrasting well to the points which though I
would prefer richer & brighter were nevertheless obviously red, some seal
freckling on his nose leather. His condition was superb & his temperament selfassured & confident.
2nd WEBB’S PR TENAJ MERLIN. SIA a.

End of Report.
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